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The last few weeks of February have looked a 

little bit different this year as we get ready for the 

yard renovations. As we had to move all the big 

equipment from the yard, we found different 

games and activities to do one of them being 

Limbo. We got our makeshift limbo stick and as 

some of the children weren’t sure of the game, I 

got some of the educators to hold it up so I could 

demonstrate. Not only is limbo a fun and exciting 

game it is also really beneficial for children to be 

able to focus and manoeuvre their bodies 

underneath. The children enjoyed taking turns 

and after a few rounds we would make it trickier. 

We also got out the parachute out the children 

enjoyed listening to the instructions of going 

really, really fast or slowly. We also used the 

parachute to sing the song “Ring-a-ring a Rosie” 

which was excellent for the children to balance 

while holding the parachute and moving. 

The babies are back in the Koala Room and we 

have some very excited children. Recently a few 

children have had little babies joining their house 

and a few with some on the way. We thought 

what a great opportunity to put them back out 

with baby nappies, bottles and blankets. The 

children have enjoyed putting them to sleep and 

even told me that some of the babies needed to 

go to the hospital. While playing babies the 

children are using their imagination and 

communicating their baby’s needs. It’s also a 

fantastic developmental tool to show the children 

kindness and gentle hands.  

We have also added some more things to our 

block area, we have added the Duplo Lego and 

the children have been enjoying making tall 

towers and using the dinosaurs in Lego and 

making homes for them. We have also added 

wooden car ramps where the Koala children 

enjoy putting cars down and up the ramp. They 

also enjoy watching other items go down the 

ramp and like to watch the different speeds the 

items go down.   

Links to the National Quality Standards: Quality Area 5: Relationships with children and TRCC Philosophy 

 


